The acquisition of Mandiant is subject to customary closing conditions, including the receipt of Mandiant stockholder and regulatory approvals.

Disclaimer regarding forward-looking statements:
The contents of this material include forward-looking statements, related to a proposed acquisition that is subject to customary closing conditions, including the receipt of Mandiant stockholder and regulatory approvals. All aspects of preliminary planning or strategy outlined in this material are subject to change.
Leading customers are using Google Cloud as a trusted platform to help ensure their systems, users, and data are protected.

Mandiant is a leader in dynamic cyber defense and response, trusted by the largest enterprises in the world to address their toughest security challenges.

With the addition of Mandiant, Google Cloud will deliver an end-to-end security operations suite with comprehensive services to support customers across their cloud and on-premise environments.

Mandiant customers will also benefit from the innovation and reach of Google Cloud’s partner ecosystem.
Security Tops the List of Customer Concerns

- **600+** threat actors emerged in the past 12 months\(^1\)
- **Hundreds** of new malware families emerge annually\(^1\)
- **650%** increase in software supply chain attacks\(^3\)
- **500,000+** unfilled cybersecurity jobs in the U.S. alone\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) M-Trends 2021, \(^2\) Cybersaek 2022, \(^3\) State of the Software Supply Chain, Sonatype, 2021
Google Cloud’s Security Strategy
Detect Everything, Trust Nothing Approach

In Google Cloud

- Threat Protection & Posture Management
- Data & Workload Protection
- Compliance & Sovereignty
- Shared Fate Risk Management

Secure by default

Across Clouds & On-premise

- Autonomic Security Operations (Chronicle & Siemplify)
- Online Fraud Prevention (reCAPTCHA)
- Zero Trust (BeyondCorp)
- Cyber Advisory (Google Cybersecurity Action Team)

Security across the enterprise
Mandiant’s Mission & Impact
To make every organization secure from cyber threats and confident in their readiness

**Improve**
Cyber risk readiness and resilience
Enhance security posture through proactive testing and measurement of controls against the latest threats

**Drive**
Efficient and effective security operations
Reduce the cost of security operations and improve operational effectiveness

**Reduce**
The business impact of a breach
Accelerate responses and minimize the impact of security breaches, to better protect critical assets, brand value and reputation against known and continually evolving threats
Mandiant’s Solutions

Platform

Threat Intelligence
External view of Top Threats targeting organizations

Security Validation
Internal view of readiness to defend

Automated Defense
Effective and efficient security operations at scale

Attack Surface Management
Organization visibility through the eyes of the attacker

Managed Defense
Act as a seamless extension of customers’ security teams

Services

Incident Response
Resolve incidents quickly and get back to business

Strategic Readiness
Improve capabilities against future compromise

Technical Assurance
Test controls and operations with real-world attacks

Cyber Defense Transformation
Develop and mature security posture with improved operations and capabilities
Providing Customers with Modern, End-to-End Security Operations

Incident Response Services

Analyze and Automate Threat Intelligence
- Adversary intelligence
- Actionable insights
- Current threats

Detection and Response
- Orchestration & automation
- Cloud posture management
- Controls validation

Testing and Validation
- Continuous monitoring
- Effectiveness measurement
- Risk management

Advisory and Managed Defense Services from Google Cloud and Partners
Google Cloud’s Commitment to Mandiant Customers, Partners and Products

**Multicloud Support**
Continued support as a vital point of intelligence, analysis and operations across on-premise, Google Cloud and other cloud providers

**Customer Experience**
High quality customer experience, bolstered by the resources, expertise and global presence of Google Cloud

**Partner Opportunities**
Deep commitment to supporting our partner ecosystem, including the endpoint ecosystem, with new, broader solutions to offer customers

**Google Cloud & Mandiant**
Welcoming Mandiant to the Google Cloud family to help scale Mandiant’s global services, and advance Google Cloud’s end-to-end security operations suite

*See partnership announcements with Microsoft, CrowdStrike, SentinelOne, Palo Alto Networks, Cybereason, and our other valued partners*
CEO, Kevin Mandia and team Mandiant will join Google Cloud

Google Cloud will continue Mandiant’s commitment to customer service, and support across all clouds, on-premises environments and partner integrations

Google Cloud will expand Mandiant’s investments in consulting, threat intelligence, product development, go-to-market and customer success capabilities

Upon close of the transaction, Google Cloud and Mandiant will execute a well-defined plan to integrate product offerings and expand capabilities
Resources

For more info see Google Cloud & Mandiant Newsrooms

For press inquiries, reach out to press@google.com

For questions about Google Cloud, reach out to Google Cloud Sales

For questions about Mandiant, reach out to Mandiant Sales
Thank you